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Abstract
The paper considers scheduling problems for parallel dedicated machines subject to resource
constraints. A fairly complete computational complexity classi1cation is obtained, a number of
polynomial-time algorithms are designed. For the problem with a 1xed number of machines in
which a job uses at most one resource of unit size a polynomial-time approximation scheme is
o5ered.
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1. Introduction
This paper studies the following scheduling model. We are given a set N =
{J1; J2; : : : ; Jn} of jobs and m processing machines M1; M2; : : : ; Mm. The machines are
parallel and dedicated. Each job has to be processed on exactly one machine, and the
set N of jobs is in advance partitioned into m subsets, N1; N2; : : : ; Nm, so that the jobs
of set Ni and only these are processed on machine Mi; 16 i6m. The processing time
for performing job Jj is equal to pj¿ 0 time units. No machine processes more than
one job at a time.
Preemption in the processing of any job may or may not be allowed. If preemption
in processing some job Jj is allowed, its processing can be interrupted at any time and
resumed later, provided that the total time of processing job Jj is still equal to pj.
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In this paper, we assume that some jobs consume additional renewable resources.
There are ¿ 1 resources, and ¿ 1 units of resource , 16 6 , are available
at any time. Job Jj that consumes resource  needs j¿ 1 units of the resource
at any time of its processing. If several jobs that are assigned to di5erent machines
require the same resource , then they can be processed simultaneously only if their
total consumption of the resource does not exceed its size . See [3,11] and for an
overview of scheduling problems under resource constraints.
For all problems considered in this paper, the goal is to 1nd a schedule that min-
imizes the makespan, i.e., the maximum completion time. For a schedule S, let the
makespan be denoted by Cmax(S). A schedule with the smallest makespan is called
optimal and is denoted by S∗.
In this paper, we consider the scheduling problem for m parallel dedicated ma-
chines under resource constraints. Extending standard notation for resource-constrained
scheduling problems given in [2,3,11] and, we denote the problem under consideration
by PDm|res |Cmax, provided that no preemption is allowed in the processing of any
job and by PDm|res , pmtn∗|Cmax, provided that the jobs that consume no resource
can be processed preemptively. Here “PDm” stays for “m parallel dedicated machines”,
while “res ” implies that there are  resources, the size of each resource does not
exceed , and each job consumes no more than  units of a resource. Notice that
our model is di5erent from another model with parallel dedicated machines considered
in [6], where each job is preceded by a setup, and the setups require an additional
resource, the server.
In our previous paper [9], we have studied the simplest problem of this kind, problem
PDm|res 111|Cmax, in which exactly one unit of a single resource is available at a time,
and a job either needs no resource or consumes one unit of the resource at any time
of its processing.
In this paper, we consider various extensions of the basic model. In the 1rst part
of the paper, we determine the complexity status of various versions of the general
problem PDm|res |Cmax. In particular, we give a polynomial-time algorithm for
problem PD2|res1 · ·|Cmax, in which the size of the resource is arbitrary and no upper
bounds are imposed on its consumption.
This model can be illustrated by an example of human resource allocation. Take
two teams, each involved in carrying out a number of projects. To run a project, the
corresponding team leader may ask the top management to assign extra “helping hands”
to assist the regular team crew in implementing the project, and the management has 
people who can be additionally assigned. The teams can be understood as the machines,
the projects are related to the jobs, and  people at the management’s disposal play
role of a single resource of size .
We also provide a linear-time algorithm for problem PD2|res 211|Cmax and demon-
strate that problems PD2|res 222|Cmax and PD2|res 311|Cmax, i.e., immediate extensions
of polynomially solvable problems, are NP-hard. Notice that in all these problems, a
job may use more than one resource.
The second part of the paper studies various versions of problem PDm|res 11|Cmax
in which the size of each of  resources is equal to one unit, and each job consumes
at most one resource. The jobs that need no resource are called non-resource jobs or
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0-resource jobs. A job is called a -resource job if it consumes resource , 16 6 .
Every -resource job needs one unit of resource  at any time of its processing, so that
no two jobs that need the same resource can be executed simultaneously. We consider
the problem in which all jobs are processed without preemption as well as the problem
in which non-resource jobs are allowed to be processed preemptively.
The model has various applications to the situations in which various tools or pieces
of equipment have to be shared between several users. For instance, consider a local
computer network consisting of m workstations and two printers, one of which is a
color printer. Each workstation is used for running speci1c programs, typing certain
documents and printing 1les using the network printers, including those to be printed in
color. In this case, the workstations can be understood as parallel dedicated machines,
and the printers act as two additional resources.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we give linear-time algo-
rithms for problems PD2|res 1 · ·|Cmax and PD2|res 211|Cmax, respectively. In Section 4,
we prove the NP-hardness of problems PD2|res 222|Cmax and PD2|res 311|Cmax. The
remainder of the paper is devoted to various versions of problem PDm|res 11|Cmax
in which a job uses at most one resource. Section 5 contains some necessary prelim-
inaries. In Section 6, we give a linear-time algorithm for problem PDm|res 11|Cmax
and its extension with family setup and removal times separated. Section 7 studies the
complexity of problem PDm|res 11; pmtn∗|Cmax in which the non-resource jobs can
be processed preemptively. In Section 8, we show that a simple greedy approxima-
tion algorithm for problem PDm|res 11|Cmax delivers a worst-case ratio of at most
2. Section 9 presents a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for problem
PDm|res 11|Cmax. Concluding remarks are contained in Section 10.
2. Single resource of arbitrary size
In our study of the computational complexity of the general problem PDm|res |
Cmax, we may restrict ourselves to considering the two-machine case only, since prob-
lem PD3|res 111|Cmax is NP-hard, see [9].
We start with problem PD2|res 1 · ·|Cmax, in which the jobs of set N1 are to be
processed on machine M1, and the jobs of set N2 = N \ N1 have to be processed on
machine M2. At any time  units of the resource are available, and a job Jj needs j
units of the resource at any time of its processing. We show that the problem can be
solved in O(n) time.





and de1ne p(∅) = 0. In particular, for job Jj ∈Ni notation p(Jj) can be used along
with pj.
For each set Ni, i∈{1; 2}, de1ne subsets
Nri = {Jj | Jj ∈Ni; j = r}
that contain all jobs with the same resource requirements, r = 0; 1; : : : ; .
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for i = 1; 2. De1ne a machine-based lower bound
LBm := max{LB1; LB2}:
If for two jobs their joint resource consumption exceeds the size of the resource,














A schedule S∗ that is optimal for problem PD2|res 1 · ·|Cmax can be found by the
following algorithm. In the description of the algorithm it is assumed that the order of
jobs of each set is arbitrary.
Algorithm B.
INPUT: An instance of problem PDm|res 1 · ·|Cmax
OUTPUT: an optimal schedule S∗
1. Sort the jobs on each machine in non-decreasing order of their resource requirements.
For each machine, de1ne the sets of jobs with the same resource requirements.
2. For each of the found sets compute total processing time.
3. Compute the lower bounds LBm and LBr . If LBr = LBuv for several pairs of u and
v, select the one with the smallest value of u.
4. Machine M1 processes the sets of jobs N 01 ; N
1
1 ; : : : ; N

1 in this order, and machine
M2 processes the sets of jobs N2 ; N
−1
2 ; : : : ; N
0
1 in this order.
5. Machine M2 starts at time zero and has no intermediate idle time. If LB1¿LBr =
LBuv, then machine M1 also starts at time zero and has no intermediate idle time.
Otherwise, machine M1 processes the sequence N 01 ; N
1
1 ; : : : ; N
u−1
1 starting from time
zero with no intermediate time, and the sequence Nu1 ; N
u+1
1 ; : : : ; N

1 starting at time∑
r=v p(N
r
2 ). Call the resulting schedule S
∗. Stop.
Step 1 of the algorithm takes O(n log n) time. Since the number of not-empty sets
Nr1 and N
r
2 does not exceed n, the rest of the algorithm can be implemented in O(n)
time.
Theorem 1. Schedule S∗ created by Algorithm B is optimal for problem PD2|res
1 · ·|Cmax.
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Proof. We 1rst show that schedule S∗ produces no resource interference. If LB1¿LBr
so that both machines have no intermediate idle time, then a possible conNict means







and the sets p(Nu1 ) and p(N
v














p(Nr1 ) = LB1;
a contradiction. Thus, if LB1¿LBr then there is no conNict in S∗ and Cmax(S∗)=LBm.
If LB1 ¡LBr = LBuv then the choice of u and v guarantees that no conNict arises,
and Cmax(S∗) = max{LB2; LBr}.
Thus, in any case a lower bound on the optimal makespan is reached, so that S∗ is
an optimal schedule.
3. Two resources of unit size
We now consider problem PD2|res 211|Cmax, in which the jobs of set N1 are to be
processed on machine M1, and the jobs of set N2 = N \ N1 have to be processed on
machine M2. There are two additional resources, and at any time one unit of each
resource is available. We show that the problem can be solved in O(n) time.
For each set Ni, i∈{1; 2}, de1ne subsets N 0i ; N 1i ; N 2i and N 1;2i , where all jobs of set
N 0i need no resource, each job of set N
1
i needs one unit of resource 1, each job of
set N 2i needs one unit of resource 2, and each job of set N
1;2
i needs one unit of each
resource.
For any schedule S we have that
Cmax(S)¿LBi := p(Ni)
for i = 1; 2. De1ne a machine-based lower bound
LBm := max{LB1; LB2}:
Due to the resource constraints we derive that
Cmax(S)¿LBr;
where a resource-based lower bound LBr is given by
LBr :=p(N
1;2
1 ) + p(N
1;2
2 )
+ max{p(N 11 )+p(N 21 ); p(N 12 )+p(N 22 ); p(N 11 )+p(N 12 ); p(N 21 )+p(N 22 )}:
A schedule S∗ that is optimal for problem PD2|res 211|Cmax can be found by the
following algorithm. In the description of the algorithm it is assumed that the order of
jobs of each set is arbitrary.
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Algorithm D.
INPUT: an instance of problem PD2|res 211|Cmax
OUTPUT: An optimal schedule S∗
1. If necessary, rename the machines and/or the resources so that
p(N 22 ) = max{p(N 11 ); p(N 21 ); p(N 12 ); p(N 22 )}:
2. On machine M1, start set N 11 at time zero, immediately followed by set N
0
1 . Machine






2 in this order
and without intermediate idle time.
3. On machine M1 start set N 21 at time max{p(N 11 ) + p(N 01 ); p(N 22 ) + p(N 1;22 )}. Start
set N 1;21 at time max{p(N 11 ) +p(N 01 ) +p(N 21 ); p(N 22 ) +p(N 1;22 ) +p(N 21 ), p(N 22 ) +
p(N 1;22 ) + p(N
1
2 )}. Call the resulting schedule S∗. Stop.
It is easy to verify that Algorithm D requires O(n) time.
Theorem 2. Schedule S∗ created by Algorithm D is optimal for problem PD2|res
211|Cmax.
Proof. There is no resource interference in schedule S∗ because of the choice of the
starting times. Machine M2 completes all its jobs at time p(N2)6LBm. Machine M1
completes all its jobs at time
max{p(N 11 ) + p(N 01 ) + p(N 21 ); p(N 22 ) + p(N 1;22 ) + p(N 21 );
p(N 22 ) + p(N
1;2
2 ) + p(N
1
2 )} + p(N 1;21 )
=max{p(N1); p(N 1;22 ) + p(N 1;21 ) + max{p(N 22 ) + p(N 21 ); p(N 22 ) + p(N 12 )}}
6max{LBm; LBr}:
Thus, a lower bound on the optimal makespan is reached, so that S∗ is an optimal
schedule.
4. Two and three resources: NP-hardness
Algorithms B and D cannot be generalized for the case of more than one resource or
of two resources of not-unit size. We demonstrate that problem PD2|res 222|Cmax with
two resources of size 2 each is NP-hard. Besides, Algorithm D cannot be generalized
for the case of more than two resources of unit size. We demonstrate that problem
PD2|res 311|Cmax with three resources of unit size is NP-hard. In both problems a job
may use more than one resource.
In this and the following sections the following problem is used for the reduction.
Partition. Given t positive integers e1; e2; : : : ; et , where
∑
i∈T ei = 2E with T =
{1; 2; : : : ; t}, does there exist a partition of the index set T into two disjoint subsets T1




i∈T2 ei = E?
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Table 1
Resource requirements of the X - and Y -jobs
Job Consumption Consumption







It is well known that Partition is complete in the ordinary sense, see, e.g., [5].
Theorem 3. Problem PD2|res 222|Cmax is NP-hard in the ordinary sense.
Proof. Given an arbitrary instance of Partition, de1ne the following instance of problem
PD2|res 222|Cmax with n = t + 8 jobs. On machine M1 there are two groups of jobs:
the U -jobs denoted by Ui; i = 1; 2; : : : ; t, and the X -jobs, denoted by X1; X2 and X3.
On machine M2 there are also two groups of jobs: the Y -jobs denoted by Y1; Y2 and
Y3, and the Z-jobs, denoted by Z1 and Z2. The processing times are as follows
p(Ui) = 5ei; i = 1; 2; : : : ; t;
p(X1) = p(X2) = p(X3) = 1;
p(Y1) = p(Y2) = p(Y3) = 3;
p(Z1) = p(Z2) = 5E − 3:
The U -jobs need no resource, each of the Z-jobs uses two units of each resource.
The resource requirements of the X - and the Y -jobs are shown in Table 1.
To prove the theorem, we show that for the constructed instance of the problem a
schedule S0 satisfying Cmax(S0)6y = 10E + 3 exists if and only if Partition has a
solution.
Let Partition have a solution and T1 and T2 are the required index sets. Schedule
S0 with Cmax(S0) = y can be constructed in the following way. Both machines are
not idle in the time interval [0; y]. Machine M2 processes the jobs in the sequence
(Y1; Z1; Y2; Z2; Y3) and machine M1 processes the jobs in the sequence (X1; %1(U ); X2;
%2(U ); X3), where %1(U ) and %2(U ) denote arbitrary sequences of the U -jobs with
indices from set T1 and T2, respectively.
Suppose now that schedule S0 exists. It follows that Cmax(S0)=y, and both machines
are not idle in the time interval [0; y]. Due to the resource requirements, machine M1
can process job Xk only while machine M2 processes job Yk for k ∈{1; 2; 3}. Since all
processing times are integer, it follows that in S0 all starting and completion times are
integer.
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We 1rst show that in S0 no two Y -jobs can be processed on M2 immediately one after
another. Suppose that some job Yp immediately precedes job Yq, where p; q∈{1; 2; 3}
and p 
= q. Job Xp is processed on M1 while Yp is processed on M2, and job Xq is
processed on M1 while Yq is processed on M2. There is no gap between jobs Xp and
Xq, since the length of a possible gap can be equal to an integer from 1 to 4 and there
is no U -job to 1t into such a gap. Let Q1 be the index set of the U -jobs that precede
job Xp and Q2 be the index set of the U -jobs that follow job Xq. A possible sequence
of jobs on machine M2 is (Z1; Yp; Yq; Z2; Yr), where Yr is a Y -job di5erent from Yp and
Yq. A possible sequence of jobs on M1 is then (’1(U ); Xp; Xq; ’2(U ); Xr), where ’1(U )
and ’2(U ) denote arbitrary sequences of the U -jobs with indices from set Q1 and Q2,
respectively. Then the total processing time of the sequence ’1(U ) must be equal to
5E − 1, while the total processing of the sequence ’2(U ) must be equal to 5E + 1.
That, however, contradicts the fact that the length of each U -job is a multiple of 5.
Thus, on machine M2, any two consecutive Y -jobs are separated by a Z-job, i.e., the
order of jobs on M2 is (Yp; Z1; Yq; Z2; Yr) for some triple p; q and r. This implies that
on machine M1 any two consecutive X -jobs are separated by a sequence of U -jobs. Let
Q1 be the index set of the U -jobs that separate jobs Xp and Xq, and Q2 be the index
set of the U -jobs that separate jobs Xq and Xr . The sequence of jobs on machine M1
is then given by (Xp; ’1(U ); Xq; ’2(U ); Xr), where ’1(U ) and ’2(U ) denote arbitrary
sequences of the U -jobs with indices from set Q1 and Q2, respectively.
Suppose that the total processing time of the sequence ’1(U ) is less than 5E. Then
that sequence is completed on M1 no later than time 1 + (5E − 5), while job Xq starts
no earlier than time 5E.
Suppose that the total processing time of the sequence ’1(U ) is greater than 5E.
Then that sequence is completed on M1 no earlier than time 1 + (5E + 5), while job
Xq must start no later than time 5E + 3.
Thus, it follows that the total processing time of each sequence ’1(U ) and ’2(U )
must be equal to 5E. Therefore, the index sets Q1 and Q2 form a solution to
Partition.
The proof of Theorem 3 is inspired by the proof of Theorem 3 from [8], where a
two-machine open shop scheduling problem under resource constraints is considered.
We now use the same idea to show that problem PD2|res 311|Cmax is NP-hard, provided
that a job may use more than one resource.
Theorem 4. Problem PD2|res 311|Cmax is NP-hard in the ordinary sense.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we reduce an arbitrary instance of Partition to the in-
stance of PD2|res 311|Cmax with n= t + 8 jobs, as de1ned in the proof of Theorem 4.
We have the same four groups of jobs with the same processing times.
The U -jobs need no resource, each of the Z-jobs uses all three resources. The
resource requirements of the X -jobs and the Y -jobs are shown in Table 2.
The proof of Theorem 4 can be easily adapted to show that for the constructed
instance of problem PD2|res 311|Cmax a schedule S0 satisfying Cmax(S0)6y=10E+3
exists if and only if Partition has a solution.
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Table 2
Resource requirements of the X - and Y -jobs
Job Needs resource 1 Needs resource 2 Needs resource 3
X1 Yes Yes No
X2 Yes No Yes
X3 No Yes Yes
Y1 No No Yes
Y2 No Yes No
Y3 Yes No No
5. Several resources: preliminaries
The rest of the paper considers problem PDm|res 11|Cmax in which a job needs no
more than one of  available resources. Given an instance of problem PDm|res 11|Cmax
with the set of jobs N =
⋃m
i=1 Ni, we assume that each set Ni is split into  + 1
families N 0i ; N
1
i ; : : : ; N

i , where all jobs of family N
0
i are non-resource jobs processed
on machine Mi, while every job of family N

i needs resource . Notice that some
of the families N 0i ; N
1
i ; : : : ; N

i may be empty. For an arbitrary schedule S, let Ci(S)
denote the completion time of all jobs assigned to machine Mi. If no ambiguity arises,
we may drop the reference to a schedule and write Ci.
It is clear that Cmax(S) = max{Ci(S)|i = 1; 2; : : : ; m}. Because of Ci(S)¿p(Ni) =∑
=0 p(N







p(Ni )|i = 1; 2; : : : ; m

 : (1)
We call this relation the machine-based lower bound. Since no two jobs that need





p(Ni )| = 1; 2; : : : ; 
}
: (2)
We call this relation the resource-based lower bound. Notice that both bounds (1)
and (2) hold irrespective of whether preemption is allowed.
The described model can be extended to handle a more general situation in which
family setup and removal times are involved. Setup is pre-processing work to be done
on a machine in order to make it able to process jobs of a particular family. A setup
on each machine is required before the 1rst job is processed, and every time that the
machine switches from processing a job of some family to a job of another family.
No setup time is required between jobs of the same family. Note that, once a job is
processed on a machine, there is no requirement that all jobs in the same family should
be scheduled next. Consequently, any family can either be processed as a single batch
or can be split into several batches, where the 1rst job of each batch requires a setup.
Each family Ni is associated with a family setup time s

i on machine Mi. A setup
performed on a machine may overlap with any other activity on other machines.
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In a similar way, removal is post-processing work to be done on a machine after
it completes a batch of jobs of the same family and before the setup for the batch
that follows. Each family Ni is associated with a family removal time t

i on machine
Mi. A removal performed on a machine may overlap with any other activity on other
machines. For this model, the makespan is de1ned and the completion time of the last
removal.
In this paper, we often use the group technology approach. In the case under consid-
eration, for each i, 16 i6 n, and each ; 06 6 , we group all jobs of a non-empty
family Ni into a single batch, denoted by H

i . In group technology scheduling, each
of these batches is understood as a composite job, so that the jobs of each batch are
processed as a block without intermediate idle time. Individual jobs in a batch may
be processed in any order. Notice that a batch H 0i may overlap with any other batch
on another machine, while a batch Hi can overlap with neither of the batches H

k for
k = 1; 2; : : : ; m; k 
= i:
On several occasions we will use algorithmic ideas developed for the open shop
scheduling problem. In the later problem, each job of a given set has to be pro-
cessed on a number of machines. The order in which a job is processed on the
machines (a processing route) is not given and must be chosen, di5erent jobs be-
ing allowed to receive di5erent routes. No machine processes more than one job at
a time and a job is processed on at most one machine at a time. Standard notation
(see [11]) for the problem of minimizing the makespan in an m-machine open shop is
Om‖Cmax (if preemption is forbidden) and Om|pmtn|Cmax (if preemption is allowed).
For the preemptive model, the processing of a job on a machine can be interrupted
at any time and resumed later; in between the interruption and the resumption of that
processing the job can be processed on any other machine. If the number of ma-
chines is variable, we denote the problems by O‖Cmax and O|pmtn|Cmax, respectively.
Problem O2‖Cmax is solvable in O(n) time due to Gonzalez and Sahni, while prob-
lem O3‖Cmax is NP-hard in the ordinary sense [7]. Problem O‖Cmax is NP-hard in
strong sense; in fact, it is NP-hard to decide whether there exists a schedule with the
makespan at most 4. On the other hand, problem O|pmtn|Cmax is polynomially solvable,
see [7,10].
Notice that the open shop problem Om‖Cmax with n jobs can be seen as a special case
of problem PDm|res 11|Cmax, in which =n, the sets N 0i are empty, and |Ni |6 1 for
all 16 i6m and 16 6 n. Besides, problem O2|res 1 · ·|Cmax that is proved solvable
in O(n3) time by Jurisch and Kubiak [8] can be seen as a polynomially solvable case
of problem PD2|res |Cmax.
6. Two machines: non-preemptable non-resource jobs
In this section, we show that problem PD2|res 11|Cmax can be solved in linear time,
even if family setup and removal times are involved.
We demonstrate how using the group technology approach problem PD2|res 11|Cmax
can be reduced to a modi1cation of the two-machine open shop scheduling problem
O2‖Cmax. We start with a case without family setup and removal times; notice that
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the case of  = 1 has been studied in [9]. We then extend the obtained algorithm to
handle the situation with family setup and removal times.
Given an instance of problem PD2|res 11|Cmax without family setup and removal
times, create at most  + 2 composite jobs denoted by KA0 ; K
B
0 ; K1; : : : ; K. Each job
K1; : : : ; K consists of two operations to be performed on machines M1 and M2 in any
order. The processing times of job K on machines M1 and M2 are denoted by a(K)
and b(K), respectively, and are de1ned as
a(K) = p(N

1 ); b(K) = p(N

2 );  = 1; : : : ; :






0 ) = 0. Similarly,
job KB0 is processed on machine M2 only, and a(K
A
0 ) = 0, b(K
B
0 ) = p(N
0
2 ).
The composite jobs can be found in O(n log n) time. This can be done by sorting
the jobs on each machine in increasing order of the required resource, so that on each
machine the non-resource jobs come 1rst, the jobs that need resource 1 are sequenced
next, then the jobs that require resource 2, etc.
For each ¿ 1, the processing of job K on one machine cannot overlap with the
processing of that job on the other machine. On the other hand, the processing of job
KA0 or K
B
0 on the corresponding machine can be performed simultaneously with the
processing of any job on the other machine. Thus, the jobs have to be processed on
M1 and M2 as in a two-machine open shop. An optimal open shop schedule S∗0 can
be found, e.g., by the well-known Gonzalez–Sahni algorithm [7], whose running time
is linear in the number of jobs.
Notice that









max{a(K) + b(K)|16 6 }
}
;
which corresponds to the optimal value of the makespan for the original problem.
Given an optimal schedule S∗0 , we can replace each operation of every composite




The described approach can be extended to handle a more general situation in which
family setup and removal times are involved. In this case, an auxiliary problem to be
solved in order to 1nd schedule S0 is the two-machine open shop scheduling problem
with job setup and removal times separated. For that problem, the jobs KA0 , K
B
0 and K
for 16 6  and their processing times a(K) and b(K) are de1ned as above. For
a job K, the setup time si(K) and the removal time ti(K) on machine Mi, where
i = 1 or 2, are set equal to the setup time and the removal time for the corresponding
family Ni , i.e.,
si(K) = s

i ; ti(K) = t

i ; i∈{1; 2};  = 1; : : : ; :
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For jobs KA0 and K
B
0 de1ne








0 ) = t2(K
A
0 ) = 0;








0 ) = t1(K
B
0 ) = 0:




0 ; K1; : : : ; K in the obtained open shop
can be found by a linear time algorithm given in [14]. We have that
Cmax(S∗0 ) = max
{
s1(KA0 ) + a(K
A





(s1(K) + a(K) + t1(K));
s2(KB0 ) + b(K
B





(s2(K) + b(K) + t2(K));
max{min{s1(K) + t2(K); s2(K) + t1(K)}
+a(K) + b(K)|16 6 }
}
;
which corresponds to the smallest possible makespan for the original problem with
parallel dedicated machines. Notice that min{s1(K)+t2(K); s2(K)+t1(K)}+a(K)+
b(K) corresponds to the smallest possible time to handle an individual job K. If in
schedule S∗0 we have that Cmax(S
∗
0 ) = s1(K) + t2(K) + a(K) + b(K) for some job
K, then K is 1rst 1nished on machine M1 and then is processed on M2. On the other
hand, if Cmax(S∗0 ) = s2(K) + t1(K) + a(K) + b(K), then the processing route for job
K is the opposite.
Recall that the composite jobs can be formed in O(n log n) time, and the total number
of the composite jobs with at least one non-zero operation does not exceed n. The
obtained results can be summarized in the following statement.
Theorem 5. Problem PD2|res 11|Cmax is solvable in O(n log n) time even if each
family on each machine is associated with non-negative family setup and removal
times.
This polynomial-time algorithm cannot be extended to more that two machines.
As shown in [9], already problem PD3|res 111|Cmax with no family setup/removal
times is NP-hard in the ordinary sense, while problem PDm|res 111|Cmax is NP-hard in
the strong sense. Both proofs, however, essentially use the fact that the non-resource
jobs must be processed without preemption. We study the complexity of the relevant
problems with preemptable non-resource jobs in the following section.
7. Preemptable non-resource jobs
We start with problem PDm|res 211; pmtn∗|Cmax without family setup/removal times,
provided that non-resource jobs can be processed preemptively, while each of the other
jobs needs one of the two resources and is processed without preemption.
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We reduce the problem to the two-machine open shop problem O2‖Cmax. Given
problem PDm|res 211; pmtn∗|Cmax, temporarily disregard the non-resource jobs. Intro-
duce an open shop consisting of two machines A and B and m jobs K1; K2; : : : ; Km.
Each job Ki consists of two operations to be performed on A and B in any order
without preemption. For job Ki de1ne the processing times of its operations as
a(Ki) = p(N 1i ); b(Ki) = p(N
2
i ); i = 1; 2; : : : ; m;
respectively. The operations of the same job cannot be processed at a time, and at
most one job can be allocated to a machine at a time. Thus, two operations of job Ki
are associated with the jobs of families N 1i and N
2
i , and all processing times can be
found in O(n) time. An optimal schedule S∗0 for the formulated open shop problem
can be found by the Gonzalez–Sahni algorithm, which takes O(m) time. Schedule S∗0
can be converted into an optimal schedule S1 for the initial parallel dedicated machine
problem with removed non-resource jobs. If in schedule S∗0 some job Ki for 16 i6m
is processed on machine A in the time interval [/1; /2], then the jobs of family N 1i are
processed on machine Mi in the same time interval as a block in any order. Similarly,
if in S∗0 job Ki is processed on machine B in the interval [/
3; /4], then the jobs of family
N 2i are processed on machine Mi in the same time interval as a block in any order.
In the resulting schedule, there is no resource interference, since the jobs requiring the
same resource correspond to the operations of jobs K1; : : : ; Km performed on the same
machine (A or B) in schedule S∗0 . Besides, the jobs to be processed on some machine
Mi are not processed simultaneously, since each of the two families of these jobs is
associated with one of the two operations of job Ki, and these operations in schedule
S∗0 do not overlap. Thus, S1 is a feasible schedule, and its makespan is equal to that
of schedule S∗0 . It follows that







b(Ki); max{a(Ki) + b(Ki)|16 i6m}
}
;
which due to (1) and (2) corresponds to the optimum for the original problem, provided
that the non-resource jobs are removed. To extend schedule S1 to an optimal schedule
for problem PDm|res 211; pmtn∗|Cmax, the non-resource jobs can be scanned in any
order and assigned to be processed preemptively in the existing gaps of the interval
[0; Cmax(S∗0 )] on the corresponding machine. If all gaps are fully exhausted, then the
jobs (and possibly their portions) that are still left, can be assigned to be processed as
a block on the corresponding machine starting at time Cmax(S∗0 ).
Thus, we have proved the following statement.
Theorem 6. Problem PDm|res 211; pmtn∗|Cmax without family setup and removal times
is solvable in O(m + n) time.
The described polynomial-time algorithm cannot be generalized for the case of more
than two resources. We show that problem PD3|res 311; pmtn∗|Cmax with no family
setup times becomes NP-hard. In fact, we prove the NP-hardness of the problem with
no non-resource jobs; it is evident that such a problem is no harder than its counterpart
with preemptable non-resource jobs.
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Theorem 7. Problem PD3|res 311|Cmax is NP-hard in the ordinary sense, provided
that there are no family setup/removal times and each job needs a resource.
Proof. Given an arbitrary instance of Partition, de1ne the following instance of problem
PD3|res 311|Cmax with n = t + 7 jobs, such that
N 11 = {J1; J2; : : : ; Jt}; N 21 = {Jt+1};
N 12 = {Jt+2}; N 22 = {Jt+3}; N 32 = {Jt+4};
N 13 = {Jt+5}; N 23 = {Jt+6}; N 33 = {Jt+7}:
The processing times of the jobs are set as follows:
pj = ej; j = 1; 2; : : : ; t; pt+1 = 2E;
pt+2 = pt+3 = E; pt+4 = 2E;
pt+5 = pt+6 = E; pt+7 = 2E:
To prove the theorem, we show that for the constructed instance of the problem a
schedule S0 satisfying Cmax(S0)6y= 4E exists if and only if Partition has a solution.
Suppose that Partition has a solution, and T1 and T2 are the required subsets of set
T . Then the desired schedule S0 exists and can be described as follows. No machine
has intermediate idle time. Machine M1 processes jobs Jj with j∈T1 followed by
job Jt+1, which in turn is followed by the block of jobs Jj with j∈T2. Machine M2
processes the sequence of jobs (Jt+3; Jt+2; Jt+4). Machine M3 processes the sequence
of jobs (Jt+7; Jt+5; Jt+6). It is easy to check that the suggested schedule is feasible, i.e.,
produces no resource interference, and that Cmax(S0) = y.
Suppose now that a desired schedule S0 exists. Since the total workload on each
machine is equal to y, it follows that Cmax(S0) = y and no machine has idle time.
Moreover, the total processing time of the jobs that need the same resource is 4E.
Since the jobs assigned to machines M2 and M3 do not di5er in their processing times,
we may assume that in S0 job Jt+7 is processed on M3 in the time interval [0; 2E],
so that job Jt+4 that needs the same resource 3 is processed on M2 in the interval
[2E; 4E]. This implies that job Jt+3 is completed on M2 before time 2E, and job Jt+6
starts on M3 after time 2E. Since exactly one job of those needed the same resource
must be processed at a time on some machine, we derive that job Jt+3 is scheduled
in the interval [0; E], job Jt+6 in the interval [3E; 4E], and job Jt+1 is processed on
machine M1 in the interval [E; 3E]. The other jobs to be processed on M1 have to
be scheduled in two intervals [0; E] and [3E; 4E], which implies that Partition has a
solution.
Theorem 6 holds only if there is no family setup/removal times. We show that
problem PD3|res 211|Cmax with family setup times becomes NP-hard if each job needs
a resource.
Theorem 8. Problem PD3|res 211|Cmax with family setup times is NP-hard in the
ordinary sense, provided that each job needs a resource.
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Proof. Given an arbitrary instance of Partition, de1ne the following instance of problem
PD3|res 211|Cmax with n = t + 3 jobs, such that
N 11 = {J1; J2; : : : ; Jt}; N 21 = {Jt+1};
N 12 = {Jt+2}; N 22 = {Jt+3};
N 23 = {Jt+4}:
Let 0 denote a small positive number, 0¡min ej. The family setup times and job
processing times are set as follows:
s11 = 0; pj = ej; j = 1; 2; : : : ; t; s
2
1 = 0; pt+1 = E;
s12 = 2E; pt+2 = 0; s
2
2 = 0; pt+3 = E;
s23 = 2E; pt+4 = E + 0:
To prove the theorem, we show that for the constructed instance of the problem
a schedule S0 satisfying Cmax(S0)6y = 3E + 0 exists if and only if Partition has a
solution.
Suppose that Partition has a solution, and T1 and T2 are the required subsets of
set T . Then the desired schedule S0 exists and can be described as follows. Each of
machines M2 and M3 has no intermediate idle time in the interval [0; 3E+ 0]. Machine
M1 starts at time zero, processes jobs Jj with j∈T1 followed by job Jt+1, which in
turn is followed by the block of jobs Jj with j∈T2. Machine M2 processes job Jt+3,
and then sets up and processes job Jt+2. Machine M3 sets up and processes job Jt+4.
It is easy to check that the suggested schedule is feasible, i.e., produces no resource
interference, and that Cmax(S0) = y.
Suppose now that a desired schedule S0 exists. Since the total workload on each ma-
chine M2 and M3 is equal to y, it follows that Cmax(S0)=y and none of these machines
has idle time. Machine M3 sets up and processes job Jt+4; so that the processing of
that job takes place in the interval [2E; 3E+ 0]. This implies that the jobs Jt+1 and Jt+3
that need the same resource must be completed on M1 and M2, respectively, earlier
than time 2E. Due to that reason, job Jt+2 cannot precede job Jt+3 on machine M2, so
that job Jt+3 is scheduled in the interval [0; E]. Since exactly one job of those needed
the same resource must be processed at a time on some machine, we derive that job
Jt+1 is scheduled on M1 in the interval [E; 2E]. The other jobs to be processed on M1
have to be scheduled in two intervals [0; E] and [2E; 3E], which implies that Partition
has a solution.
8. Greedy approximation
In this section, we consider problem PD|res 11|Cmax in which the number of ma-
chines m is variable, i.e., a part of the input. We show that a simple greedy algorithm
creates a non-preemptive schedule with the makespan that is at most twice as large as
the optimum value.
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We have mentioned on several occasions that there is a certain similarity between
the scheduling model with parallel dedicated machines under resource constraints and
the open shop model. In fact, we have used the Gonzalez–Sahni algorithm for the
two-machine open shop problem as part of our algorithms for 1nding an optimal
solution to several problems with parallel dedicated machines. Now we will exploit
a greedy open shop approximation algorithm (see [1,14,13]), and will extend it to
problem PD|res 11|Cmax.
For problem PD|res 11|Cmax, a non-preemptive schedule S is called dense if a
machine is idle only if there is no job ready to start processing on that machine. A
dense schedule can be found by the following greedy algorithm.
Algorithm G.
INPUT: Problem PD|res 11|Cmax
OUTPUT: A heuristic schedule S
1. At any time, when some machine Mi becomes available, scan the jobs still to be
assigned to Mi in any order and 1nd the job, say job Jk , that may start on Mi at
the earliest possible time. Assign Jk to be processed on Mi.
2. Repeat Step 1 until all jobs are scheduled. Stop.
It is easy to see that the running time of Algorithm G is at most O(nmmin{n; m}).
We now analyze its worst-case performance.
Theorem 9. For problem PD|res 11|Cmax let S∗ be an optimal schedule and S be a




Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that machine Mm terminates schedule S. Let
Q be the set of jobs processed on Mm after the last idle interval on that machine. We
assume that Q is not empty, since otherwise S is an optimal schedule and the theorem
obviously holds.
Each of the jobs of set Q is a resource job; otherwise a non-resource job would
have started earlier. Select one of the jobs Jk ∈Q: Let the selected job require resource
1, 16 16 . It follows that the total idle time on Mm does not exceed the total









We use machine-based bound (1) and resource-based bound (2) to derive required
inequality (3).
The proof of the worst-case performance of Algorithm G is quite similar to the
proof of an analogous result for the greedy open shop algorithm. Moreover, as for the
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greedy open shop algorithm, it remains open whether bound (3) is tight. However,
adopting the example from [4], it can be shown that the ratio Cmax(S)=Cmax(S∗) can
be as large as 2− 1=m. For that purpose it is suScient to take an instance of problem
PDm|res 11|Cmax with  = m + 1 resources such that there are m jobs of unit length
on each machine; each set Ni with  = i is empty, while each set N

i ; 16 i6m,
16 6m + 1,  
= i, contains exactly one job.
9. PTAS for a .xed number of machines
In this section, we present a PTAS for problem PDm|res 11|Cmax in which the
number m of machines is 1xed, but the number of resources  is a part of the input.
In the case under consideration, a PTAS is a collection of approximation algorithms
that for any given positive 0 1nds a schedule with the makespan that is at most 1 + 0
times larger than the optimal value and the running time of the scheme is polynomial
for 1xed m and 0.
If the number of machines m is a part of the input then, as proved in [15], a PTAS
is not possible for the open shop problem O‖Cmax unless P = NP. It can be veri1ed
that similar argument applies to problem PD|res 11|Cmax with variable number of
machines.
Our proof is a generalization of the proof in [9] for problem PDm|res 111|Cmax with
a single resource. For the sake of completeness, we will repeat those parts of the proof
from [9] that are slightly modi1ed but necessary for understanding.
Let C denote the maximum of the machine-based lower bound and the resource-based
lower bound on the optimal makespan as given in (1) and (2). As follows from
Theorem 9,
C6Cmax(S∗)¡ 2C: (4)
Set 0˜ := 0=111. Similarly to [9], partition the set N of jobs into the set of big jobs
A1, the set of medium jobs A2 and the set of small jobs A3 de1ned as follows:
A1 = {Jj|p(Jj)¿3C};
A2 = {Jj|3C¿p(Jj)¿32C}; (5)
A3 = {Jj|32C¿p(Jj)};











hold. This “standard trick” has been 1rst o5ered in [12] and guarantees that there is a
gap of a certain size between the processing times of the big jobs and the small jobs,
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and that the medium jobs can be “neglected” since their total processing time is very
small.
Analogously to [9], we will show that the big jobs can be processed in such a way
that the total number of distinct starting times is a function of m. Consider the set
of restricted schedules SR which consists of all the schedules, in which the starting
times of the big jobs are non-negative integer multiples of 32C. The following lemma
is equivalent to Lemma 2 in [9], only 32 is replaced by 2.
Lemma 1 (Kellerer and Strusevich [9]). Let S∗R be a schedule for problem PDm|res 
11|Cmax that is optimal in class SR. Then
Cmax(S∗R)6Cmax(S
∗) + 2m3C¡ UC;
where UC := 2C(1 + m3).
As in [9] let V denote the set of all non-negative integer multiples of 32C in the
interval [0; UC−3C[. For the jobs of set A1, de1ne SB as the class of schedules which
contains all possible schedules of big jobs with starting times in V.
Consider an arbitrary schedule SB ∈SB. Let /1 ¡/2 ¡ · · ·¡/q be the increasing
sequence of all distinct starting and completion times of the big jobs. Working with UC





For schedule SB, de1ne the following sequence of time intervals:
I0 := [0; /1]; I1 := [/1; /2]; : : : ; Ik := [/k ; /k+1]; : : : ; Iq−1 := [/q−1; /q]; Iq := [/q;∞[:
Clearly, inside an interval Ik , 06 k6 q, no big job starts or completes. Denote the
length of interval Ik by ik for k=0; : : : ; q. For each k, let M˜ k be the set of all machines
which are idle in interval Ik and R˜k be the set of resources which are not consumed by
a big job processed in Ik . We want to assign the small jobs preemptively into schedule













xik ; i = 1; : : : ; m; k = 0; : : : ; q− 1; (12)











i ∩ A3); i = 1; : : : ; m;  = 0; : : : ; ; (14)
xik¿ 0:
The variables xik determine the total amount of time to process small -resource
jobs in interval Ik on machine Mi. Small -resource jobs can only be processed during
an interval Ik on machine Mi if Mi ∈ M˜ k and ∈ R˜k . Inequalities (12) guarantee that
the machine-based lower bound for the total processing time of small jobs executed
in interval Ik on machine Mi does not exceed the interval length ik . Inequalities (13)
guarantee that the resource based lower bound for the total processing time of small
-resource jobs executed in interval Ik does not exceed the interval length ik . By
(9)–(11) the optimal objective function value z is equal to the maximum of the machine
based lower bound and the resource based lower bound computed for the small resource
jobs assigned to interval Iq. Finally, Eqs. (14) assure that all small resource jobs are
assigned to the corresponding machines in time intervals Ik .
Lemma 2. Let SB ∈SB be a schedule for processing the big jobs with makespan tq.
Suppose that (xik) and z form an optimal solution to the linear program LP(SB).
Then schedule SB can be extended to a schedule S1 for processing the big jobs and
the small jobs such that:
(i) for the big jobs all starting times are still multiples of 32C;
(ii) the total time for processing small -resource jobs, 06 6 , on machine Mi
in time interval Ik is equal to xik ;
(iii) small jobs are possibly processed preemptively and the number of preemptions
does not exceed 4m2(q + 1);
(iv) Cmax(S1) = tq + z.
Proof. We describe a procedure for extending schedule SB. For each time interval Ik
(k = 0; : : : ; q − 1) and the interval [tq; tq + z] do the following. Form composite jobs
K0; K1; : : : ; K such that the processing time of job K on machine Mi in time interval
Ik is equal to xik . Disregarding the machines busy with the processing of big jobs, 1nd
an optimal preemptive open shop schedule for processing the composite jobs K1; : : : ; K.
A possible algorithm for 1nding such a schedule for each interval is described in
[10]. Notice that the algorithm can be implemented in such a way that here are no
more than 4m2 preemptions in each interval. If necessary use the remaining idle in-
tervals for the processing of job K0, which can be processed on several machines
simultaneously.
We are now able to formulate the PTAS for problem PDm|res 11|Cmax.
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Algorithm. A = A(0; m)
INPUT: An instance of problem PDm|res 11|Cmax, 0¿ 0
OUTPUT: A heuristic schedule S0
1. For a given 0, determine 0˜ and 3. Partition the set N of jobs into the subsets A1,
A2 and A3 of big, medium and small jobs, respectively, as de1ned in (5).
2. For each schedule SB ∈SB solve the corresponding linear program LP(S∗B) and 1nd
the optimal value z∗ of the objective function. Identify schedule S∗B ∈SB for which
the value z∗ + /q attains its minimum.
3. Use the technique described in the proof of Lemma 2 to extend schedule S∗B to
(preemptive) schedule S1 for processing the big jobs and the small jobs. Denote
Iq+1 = [/q; /q + z∗].
4. Scanning schedule S1 from the beginning to the end, for each , = 0; 1; : : : ; ; and
each i, i = 1; : : : ; m, identify the sequence T‘i, ‘ = 1; 2; : : : of time slots in which
small -resource jobs are processed (preemptively) on machine Mi in S1. For each
interval T‘i determine its length d
‘
i. Temporarily, remove all jobs processed in the
time intervals T‘i. In order to convert S1 into a non-preemptive schedule, assign
small jobs of set Ni with total processing time at most d
‘
i to each interval T
‘
i. The
jobs are taken in any sequence and are assigned to the machines non-preemptively.
If a job does not 1t into the available interval, temporarily discard it.
5. For each i from 1 to m, form the batch i consisting of all remaining non-assigned
jobs of Ni. Start batch 1 at time /q + z∗ on machine M1. For i = 1; : : : ; m − 1
process batch i+1 on machine Mi+1 just after batch i is 1nished on machine Mi.
If batch i is empty, disregard the corresponding machine Mi. Call the resulting
schedule S0.
Theorem 10. Algorithm A(0; m) is a PTAS for problem PDm|res 11|Cmax.
Proof. We prove that the algorithm produces a schedule with makespan not greater
than (1 + 0)Cmax(S∗) and runs in polynomial time for constant 0 and m.
Let :ik , where i = 1; : : : ; m,  = 0; 1; : : : ; , k = 0; 1; : : : ; q, denote an optimal basic
solution of LP(S∗B).
From Lemma 1 we know that Cmax(S∗R)¡ UC. Since the processing time of a big
job is greater than 3C, the last big job S∗R starts earlier than time UC − 3C, i.e., the
starting times of the big jobs in schedule S∗R are all elements of ;. Therefore, for the
last completion time /q of a big job in S∗B and the objective value z
∗ of an optimal
basic solution of LP(S∗B) we obtain that
z∗ + /q6Cmax(S∗R): (15)
The linear program LP(S∗B) has (+1)m equality constraints (14), m(q+1) inequal-
ity constraints (10), (12) and (q+ 1) inequality constraints (11), (13). By elementary
linear programming theory, an optimal basic solution :ik of LP(S∗B) has no more than
( + 1)m + v1 + v2 strictly positive variables, where v1 and v2 denote the number
of inequality constraints (10), (12) and (11), (13), respectively, which are satis1ed
as equalities. Clearly, v16m(q + 1). For 6m, we have v26m(q + 1). If ¿m,
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then for each k; 06 k6 q − 1, inequality (13) holds as equality for no more than
m values of , since the equality ik =
∑m
i=1 :ik implies that small -resource jobs
are assigned to be processed during the whole interval Ik . Applying a similar argu-
ment to (11), we conclude that at most m(q + 1) inequality constraints (11), (13) are
non-redundant. Consequently, at most ( + 1)m + 2m(q + 1) variables :ik are strictly
positive.
Call positive values :ik with :ik′ = 0 for k 
= k ′, non-split values; otherwise, call
them split values. Notice that if :ik is a non-split value, then all small -resource jobs
to be processed on machine Mi are assigned by LP(S∗B) to time interval Ik , and total
processing time of these jobs is equal to :ik . Consider the matrix <= (=(i;); k), where
the rows correspond to all possible pairs (i; ) taken in any order, the q + 1 columns
correspond to the di5erent time intervals, and =(i;); k = :ik . Without loss of generality,
we may assume that for every ∈{0; 1; : : : ; } small -resource jobs are present on
each machine Mi; otherwise, introduce dummy jobs of arbitrarily small duration. It
follows that each of the (+ 1)m rows of matrix < has at least one positive entry and
there are at most 2m(q + 1) rows with more than one positive entry, and the entries
of each such row (i; ) correspond to the split values of :ik . This implies that there
are at most 4m(q + 1) split values.
We now turn to the time slots T‘i introduced in Step 4 of Algorithm A, which
we obtain after constructing a feasible schedule S1 with Cmax(S1) = z∗ + /q for the
processing of the big jobs and the small jobs. Recall that by Lemma 2, the starting
times of the big jobs do not change and the total processing time of small -resource
jobs on machine Mi in time interval Ik is still equal to :ik . In other words, :ik is the
total length of all time slots T‘i which are part of Ik . For each k, k = 0; 1; : : : ; q + 1,
denote the set of these time slots by Tˆ ki.
We estimate the number of small jobs that cannot be scheduled by the procedure
described in Step 4 of the algorithm.
First, consider the time slots which belong to one-element sets Tˆ ki, i.e., for an
interval Ik small -resource jobs are processed on machine Mi in a single subinter-
val. There are two types of time slots contained in these one-element sets. The slots
of one type correspond to non-split values of :ik . Since :ik = p(N

i ∩ A3) for any
non-split value, it follows that the procedure in Step 4 of the algorithm assigns all
small -resource jobs to be processed on machine Mi as a single block. The slots
of the second type that belong to one-element sets Tˆ ki correspond to split values
of :ik . Notice that the total number of these slots in schedule S1 does not exceed
4m(q + 1), the number of split values. Each such slot may generate one unscheduled
job.
Collect the time slots which belong to sets Tˆ ki with more than one element, in
set Tˆ 1 and de1ne t1 := |Tˆ 1|. It follows from Lemma 2 that in schedule S1 there are
at most than 4m2 preemptions in each interval Ik , k = 0; : : : ; q. Any set Tˆ ki with v
elements (v¿ 1) corresponds to v− 1 preemptions in interval Ik in S1. Hence, we get
t16 8m2(q+ 1). Altogether, the total number of small jobs which cannot be processed
by time z∗+/q does not exceed (8m2 +4m)(q+1). These small jobs will be processed
later than time z∗ + /q in schedule S0 created in Step 5 of Algorithm A, and their total
processing time is bounded from above by (8m2 + 4m)(q+ 1)32C. Using (7) and (8),
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we derive
























Consider the resulting schedule S0. Let Mr be the machine which terminates S0. Let
W denote the total processing time plus the idle time on Mr between time z∗ + /q and
Cmax(S0). Then,
Cmax(S0) = z∗ + /q + W:
Due to (18) we obtain
W 6p(A2) + 1080˜C
and since due to (6) the total processing time p(A2) of the medium jobs is not greater
than 0˜C, we have
Cmax(S0)6 z∗ + /q + 1090˜C: (19)
From (4), (7), (15) and Lemma 1 we deduce
Cmax(S0)6Cmax(S∗R) + 1090˜C ¡Cmax(S




+ 1090˜C6 (1 + 1110˜)Cmax(S∗)(1 + 0)Cmax(S∗):
It remains to show that Algorithm A runs in polynomial time for 1xed m and 0.
This is guaranteed by the fact that the maximum number of schedules in SB is no
greater than O((1=32)m=3). Thus, Algorithm A is a PTAS. The theorem is proved.
10. Conclusion
This paper continues our study of the scheduling models with parallel dedicated ma-
chines under resource constraints. Our results for the general problem PDm|res |Cmax
are summarized in Table 3. They provide a sharp borderline between easy and hard
problems.
The complexity results related to the problems in which a job needs at most one
of available resources of unit size are listed in Table 4. We also develop a PTAS for
problem PDm|res 11|Cmax.
In these tables, we write “NP” if a problem in NP-hard in the ordinary sense and
“NPS” if it is NP-hard in the strong sense.
It is an attractive research goal to design approximation algorithms for relevant
NP-hard problems.
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Table 3
Complexity of problems in which a job may need more than one resource
Number Number Size Upper bound Complexity Reference
of machines of resources of resource on consumption status
2 1   O(n log n) Theorem 1
2 2 1 1 O(n) Theorem 2
2 2 2 2 NP Theorem 3
2 3 1 1 NP Theorem 4
3 1 1 1 NPS Ref. [9]
Table 4
Complexity of problems with resources of unit size, provided that a job needs at most one resource
Number of Number of Family Family Non-resource Complexity Reference
machines resources setup times removal times jobs preemptable status
2  Yes Yes No O(n log n) Theorem 5
3 1 No No No NP Ref. [9]
m 1 No No No NPS Ref. [9]
3 2 Yes No Yes NP Theorem 8
3 3 No No Yes NP Theorem 7
m 2 No No Yes O(m + n) Theorem 6
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